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PAPSMEAR OBSCENITY

“THE EVIL, THE FILTH OF SHAMELESS DOCTORS”

BY A SAINTLY LADY OF PAKISTAN

A Waliah (Saintly Lady) from Pakistan has the following comments, advice and prescription
pertaining to the obscene papsmear satanism:

THE SISTER’S LETTER

Years ago when I was approaching menopause, I started to have very heavy bleeding so much
so that I had to visit a doctor. I related my condition to her. After listening intently she suggested
that I get a Papsmear Test done to rule out cancer, and that she will prescribe some medicines
till the result comes. This was the first time in my life that I had heard of such a test. On hearing
the details of the test, I felt so ashamed and embarrassed that I just left her room with out any
prescription and a firm No. (That was the fatwa of your Imaan. Rasulullah –Sallallahu alayhi
wasallam- said: “Seek a fatwa from your heart’.)

As days passed my condition worsened. I had always been friends with a Waliah, who was Dr
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Abdul Hai Arfi Saheb's ﻋﻠﻴﻪ اﻠﻠﻪ رﺤﻤﺔMureed and of my mother's age. My mother suggested
that I call her as she knew many old authentic Hikmat nuskhay (hakeem prescriptions). So I
called her and told her about my problem. She assured me that there was no need to worry and
that Mo’min Women, Alhamdolillah, can never have this
shameful test
, and that one of her Mamoo
(maternal uncle)
was a Hakeem in the court of the Nawab of Bhopal pre-partition India, who had a very easy,
simple and, Alhamdolillah, sure nuskha
(prescription)
for this problem. The remedy was to eat 2 medium sized ripe bananas on an empty stomach
first thing in the morning, and 2 medium sized ripe bananas after Asr Salah when the stomach
is empty. A light breakfast had to be taken forty minutes after eating the bananas and a light
dinner at night after Maghrib.

She also asked me to recite Surah Fatiha morning and evening blow on water and drink the
water. I dont remember how many times. (Recite seven times or three times).

As I was in so much discomfort I immediately started the Nuskha and Surah Fatiha. With each
passing day, slowly and gradually, by Allah Ta'ala's greatest Fadhl my condition improved and
within about a month and a half I returned to normal with, I think, a better level of Hemoglobin
as my weakness just disappeared.

Years have passed and, Alhamdolillah Thumma Alhamdolillah, I never had any problem again,
nor did I ever visit any doctor. I can say from my own experience that what doctors say is all
rubbish, evil and filth.
I told this Nuskha
(prescription)
to a few ladies with this problem and even other menstrual problems. Those who ate the
bananas regularly and steadfastly were Alhamdolillah cured. And Surah Fatiha is with out any
doubt Surah Shifa. May Allah Ta'ala save us all from this
Haram and filth and the clutches of shameless doctors
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who suggest such tests.

I want to add that if this Hakeemi remedy is taken seriously and regularly it works wonders.
Unfortunately, ladies stick to it for just three, four days then become slack and say its not
working. Some ladies took it even for problems like irregular periods and leukorreah with
constancy, and their problems which the doctors said can never be treated, were Alhamdolillah
cured. But it takes time at least two to three months. It’s really a wonder treatment.

(End of the Waliah’s letter)

(This letter has been reproduced verbatim. Comments in brackets are ours)

Honourable Sister, Allah Azza Wal will most certainly reward you abundantly for sharing with
the Ummah your experience and for your Naseehat of Haqq. Insha-Allah, numerous Sisters will
heed your advice and adopt your prescription thereby protecting their
Hayaa
and saving their Imaan from the destruction wrought by these ‘medical’ vultures and hoodlums.
They are of the breed of Shaitaan.

Your letter is indeed an eyeopener for us all. Even the muftis have become Rubbish by not only
condoning, but promoting this KUFR papsmear. For a true Mu’minah Maut is the option, not the
devil’s filth and obscenity.
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The bogey of ‘cervical cancer’ is a red herring – a trap of Iblees – designed by an immoral cartel
of atheists for the gratification of their concupiscent instincts. How is it ever possible for a
Muslim doctor to degenerate to the sub-devil level of immoral degradation to subject a Muslim
female to the unspeakable, in fact unimaginable, indignity, obscenity, shamelessness and
spiritual torture of this nauseating test of the devil?

These human devils with their filthy and obscene tests will give you cancer. And, if there is any
reality in the ‘cervical cancer’ nonsense, the devil’s papsmear test is NEVER a solution –
NEVER a remedy. Allah Ta’ala has not created the cure for His Mu’minaat Slaves in filth,
obscenity and immorality. Sisters are assured that in the ultimate end shahaadat is in the
pipeline, if you have to die with ‘cervical cancer’. Maut comes only at its appointed time. So do
not be stampeded into filth and obscenity by the satanism of the diagnosis of these doctor
agents of Iblees.

Note: The Sister whose letter we have reproduced is a genuine Waliah. Her Taqwa, Ibaadat
and Baseerat are of a high calibre. She is a ‘Siddiqui’, i.e. from the Family of Hadhrat Abu Bakr
(Radhiyallahu anhu).

15 Ramadhaan 1442 – 28 April 2021
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